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CHPs Needed for the ABHP Part 1 Panel of Examiners
Nora Nicholson, CHP, ABHP Chair

The American Board of Health Physics (ABHP) Part 1 Panel of Examiners needs new members.
Certified health physicists (CHPs) with expertise in the medical and power reactor fields are especially needed. Members serve a four-year term, meeting once a year in McLean, Virginia, to review
and develop new questions for the exam bank and review the exam performance. If you are interested in serving, please, please contact the panel chair, Cindy Flannery (cindy.flannery@nrc.gov),
or vice-chair, Paul Jones (paul.jones@npo.doe.gov).

Nominating Committee Update
Dale D. Thomas III, CHP, Chair

The Nominating Committee is composed of nine plenary members of the American Academy of
Health Physics (AAHP) whose primary task is to put together a slate of candidates for open positions on the AAHP Executive Committee, the American Board of Health Physics (ABHP), and
the three AAHP representatives on the American Board of Medical Physics (ABMP). Nominating
Committee members are drawn from a wide variety of geographical areas and health physics disciplines. The intent is that the committee members’ diverse circles of influence will then result in both
a large and a balanced pool of certified health physicist candidates for elective office.
The committee contacts potential nominees for elective office, reviews their eligibility and willingness to serve, ranks the candidates, and forwards the slate of candidates to the Executive Committee. Working closely with the ABHP, the committee also selects and ranks potential candidates for
open positions on the Board. The Nominating Committee is also charged with identifying qualified
candidates for the Academy positions on the ABMP.
Members who are continuing terms or beginning new terms on the Nominating Committee in 2014
include ABHP Vice Chair Patrick LaFrate, Cynthia Connelly, Morgan Cox, Christine Donahue,
Toshihide Ushino, Earl Fordham, and Robert Morris. The committee would like to thank outgoing
committee members Kurt Geber, Glenn Sturchio, and the departing Nominating Committee Chair
Gary Kephart for their service.
The Nominating Committee strongly encourages Academy members to submit names of potential
candidates for elected office or to volunteer to be considered themselves. Past service on the
ABHP Examination Panels, Academy standing committees, or the ABHP is helpful but is not a prerequisite. Your interest and enthusiasm are the lifeblood of the AAHP.

Continuing Education Committee Update
Jim Willison, CHP, Chair

Preparations for the Health Physics Society (HPS) summer meeting in Baltimore are ongoing. The
Continuing Education Committee is arranging for three eight-hour courses to be held on Saturday,
12 July 2014. First, we have Ed Waller presenting the course “Nuclear Security for the Health
Physicist.” Our second and third courses are still pending. The abstracts for all three courses will be
available in the meeting’s preliminary program. I encourage you all to take the opportunity to attend
one of these courses and perhaps learn something new. Each course is only $275 and also earns
the attendee 16 continuing education credits.
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As always, the committee is also on the lookout for topics and instructors for two courses at the
2015 HPS Midyear Meeting in Norfolk and three courses at the 2015 HPS Annual Meeting in Indianapolis.
This years’ committee consists of April Chance, Mark Hogue, Alan Jackson, Scott Schwahn, Robert
Sitsler, and me. Aside from arranging for the courses, the committee also has the responsibility of
reviewing activities that are submitted by certified health physicists for continuing credit.
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Notes
Last of the Radium Girls Dies on 1 March 2014 at the Age of 107
Mae Keane worked only one summer for Waterbury Clock Company, but she is still considered to
be a radium girl—the last of the radium girls—since she actually applied radium paint to clock dials
during the summer of 1924.
Keane and her coworkers at Waterbury Clock Company, all young women, were told they could
paint faster and more accurately if they tipped their brushes using their lips. Of course this subjected them to internal exposure and uptake of radium.
Fortunately Keane did not like the taste and refused to tip her brush as instructed. Her boss observed her behavior and transferred her to another job at the company, probably saving her life.
Keane recalled learning of radium’s deadly effects when her coworkers from that summer began to
die in 1927. About 15 of the young dial painters in Waterbury died from radium poisoning during the
1920s and 1930s. Scores of women from other clock factories died later, after suffering for years
from bone cancer. The case of the radium girls eventually led to federal law that placed industrial
diseases under workers’ compensation rules.
Enter Professor Robley Evans, past president of the Health Physics Society (HPS). The research
he did at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, largely based on data from the radium girls’
exposures, enabled him in 1941 to establish the “maximum permissible body burden” for radium.
Evans’ book, The Atomic Nucleus (1st edition in 1955), is one of the most notable early works on
the subject and remains a collector’s item, but you can access it at https://archive.org/details/atomicnucleus032805mbp.
Today the HPS awards the Robley D. Evans Commemorative Medal in memory and honor of
Professor Evans to recipients who demonstrate the extraordinary qualities exemplified by Evans
for excellence in scientific achievement, interdisciplinary capabilities, the applicability of science to
real-world needs of radiation safety, and insight into simple solutions of difficult problems.
With Keane’s death, another important chapter in the history of radiation protection has been completed.
For more information on Keane, see the article in The New York Times by William Yardley.
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